Trail Regulations and Information

• The trails are open to non-motorized use yearlong
  The trails are managed for hiking, horse riding, and mountain biking
  Motor vehicle use on the trails is prohibited yearlong

• Please share the trail and respect other trail users
  Horse riders have the first right of way
  Hikers yield to horse riders, and bicyclists yield to hikers and horse riders

• Respect livestock and livestock seasonal water sources
  Be aware that livestock may be grazing on the Grassland
  Water availability at livestock water sources varies throughout the season
  Close all gates after opening

• All feed and straw used on the Sheyenne National Grassland must be certified weed seed-free
• PACK IT IN, PACK IT OUT—Please take care to ensure no trash is left behind
• LEAVE NO TRACE—Recreate responsibly to minimize impact on natural resources

• Camping information:
  All trailheads are day use areas and are closed to overnight camping
  Dispersed camping is allowed anywhere on the Sheyenne National Grassland except at day use areas

• Shooting is prohibited in or within 150 yards of any campground, trailhead, or occupied area
• Motor vehicle use on the Sheyenne National Grassland is restricted to designated roads
  Obtain a copy of the most current Motor Vehicle Use Map for more information

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, DIAL 911.

A complete listing of all Grassland regulations is available at the Sheyenne Ranger District Office.
Thank you for your cooperation in helping to ensure your public lands are safe and enjoyable for all!